designed the sessions to cover both the substance of the course and various approaches to teaching the substance.
As Professor Neumann pointed out at the opening session, law schools have traditionally focused on litigation in both the skills and doctrinal courses. He described the typical first-year contracts course that teaches students contract law by analyzing cases that turn on poorly drafted contract provisions. 6 He noted also that most professors who teach the traditional first-year course do not provide their students with sample contracts and instruction on how to draft them. Professor Neumann estimates that approximately half of law school graduates will eventually engage in a transactional practice and need the requisite skills of contract drafting. The need for contract-drafting courses has spurred some law schools to provide such courses. As a session at the conference indicated, some schools even offer contract drafting to first-year students.
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I teach contract drafting to upper-level students and, in this article, offer suggestions on course structure and teaching tips to those who wish to adopt such a course. 8 The following material was the subject matter of my presentation at the Teaching Contract Drafting conference and participants found it useful.
in the United States, Canada, England, and Italy. Currently, she is adjunct professor of law at Fordham University School of Law where she teaches a course in drafting commercial agreements, a clinic that teaches transactional skills, and a seminar on business. Professor Stark has been teaching at Fordham since 1993. Professors can also supplement the drafting exercises by creating their own or by encouraging students to invent their own. A few weeks into the course, when my students feel comfortable with its concepts, I assign projects that require students to invent their own deal. For example, I allow them to brainstorm about the kind of business they are buying and selling. Then, I ask them to anticipate the major provisions of the deal and the contentious negotiating points. After this, I set them free to simulate the negotiations and to draft the contracts. Students also buy and sell imaginary houses in my class.
Additional textbooks for a transactional drafting course could include books that focus on clear writing. 16 My approach is to begin the course with the message that contract language needs to be crystal clear; otherwise, litigation can ensue. I start Professor Stark approaches her course differently. She begins with a mock negotiation of a purchase of a used car. It begins with a student acting in the role of the buyer asking questions about the color, make, mileage, and condition of the car. After the seller answers the questions, the class discusses why representations and warranties are the appropriate contract concept to use to memorialize this information. The class also discusses the risk allocation purpose of representations and warranties. The car hypothetical is then used as a tool for understanding covenants and conditions precedent. Professor Stark begins with the contract building blocks because she believes it is important for students to understand what they are drafting before they focus on how to draft it.
The number of course credits affects the structuring of group assignments and in-class drafting assignments. I prefer three hours of class each week because this provides students with sufficient supervised drafting experience and feedback from me. I find that a three-credit course is ideal for allowing students to hone the skill for the week and work on group projects within class time. Some professors prefer to have the three-hour blocks at one time; others prefer to meet twice each week. Alternatively, a two-hourcredit course can be useful as well to cover the course basics, but not the enrichment aspects of the course.
A stand-alone elective contract-drafting course can be taught in small sections of upper-level students. Registration for the course can be capped at 16 or 20 students for an intensive writing class. Courses that are linked to a particular topic (such as intellectual property) can also be conducted as elective upper-level courses with a cap on enrollment.
B. Incorporating Negotiations
In transactional practice, lawyers negotiate the wording of the contracts, which is unlike litigation practice. In my opinion, a course on contract drafting should include negotiation simulations not only for students to develop better negotiating skills but also for them to see the bigger picture of how contracts come into existence. There are helpful books on the market on negotiating contracts 17 and professors can choose either to assign a book or incorporate some general negotiating principles into lecture or class activities.
I start my first class by providing a fun negotiation exercise to do during class time, with a drafting exercise for homework. In this class, I give students prepared written facts and ask them to negotiate a movie contract by representing either the producers or the stars. It is a fun exercise and students begin to see the tug and pull of a wish list from either side of the negotiating In my course, I assign groups and have students play the role of lawyer or client as the students become more familiar with the core concepts of contract drafting. This gives students a sense of practice. Individual students are later switched to different groups; in this way students are exposed to various roles and personalities around the classroom. 
"
Within the group context, I ask students to examine their individual strengths. I provide students with a learning-style assessment tool, called the "Building Excellence Survey" 18 (BE).
Students take the online assessment at home on their computer and immediately thereafter print out a detailed description of their learning-style strengths. I follow up by talking with the students individually, and as a group, about their learning styles. For example, I ask my students whether they feel more comfortable listening before responding (reflective learners) or whether they feel a need to blurt out answers (impulsive learners). I ask who feels comfortable taking notes (tactile) and who feels comfortable formulating ideas while speaking (verbal kinesthetic). I encourage students to pay attention to their learning styles and how they interact with others within a group negotiation or drafting project.
The company that administers BE can provide the professor with a class profile of the students' learning styles. I find these class profiles useful because they allow me to have an overall sense of the learning-style strengths of my class, and I can tailor assignments accordingly. In my recent contracts-drafting course, I had a high number of kinesthetic students, 19 which led me to provide plenty of role-playing and negotiation exercises. The students found these learn-by-doing exercises to be enjoyable and educational.
Despite the vast learning that can occur within a group process, some students prefer to learn alone or in pairs. done at home or in class. I tend to prefer that when I assign group work, it be done during class time because it is convenient for the students to meet.
C. Grading Contract-Drafting Assignments
At the panel discussion on teaching contract drafting to upper-level students, my two co-presenters and I described our different approaches to the number and length of graded assignments. Professor Brown has students work on one deal throughout the course, with several small projects that are ultimately integrated into a single lengthy contract of approximately 50-60 pages.
In contrast, Professor Goldman and I vary our assignment topics and assign shorter assignments, but I provide eight graded assignments, whereas Professor Goldman grades fewer.
At the Teaching Contract Drafting conference, professors expressed different preferences for group or individual writing assignments. To ensure that all students participate in group assignments, I suggest that the professor establish a contribution system by requiring drafts from all students or by assigning drafting roles. Alternatively, I suggest that professors provide supervision over group projects, such as requiring that work be performed in class.
In addition to requiring eight graded assignments, I require weekly nongraded assignments. Students enjoy exercising their new drafting skills on a weekly basis and they particularly appreciate getting my feedback in a way that does not impact their final course grades. The nongraded assignments can be started during class time, completed at home on a computer, and submitted to me in hard copy.
D. Comparison to First-Year Legal Writing Courses
Having taught legal research and writing to first-year students for 12 years, I find that the upper-level contract-drafting course is, in contrast, a lot less stressful to handle. " courses based upon the Uniform Commercial Code. They seem less anxious because they are more confident in their skills than they were in their first year. They ask for fewer individual conferences and send me questions via e-mail far less frequently than my first-year students.
Furthermore, one can organize assignments around the topics presented in the contractdrafting textbook and not assign protracted research. I ask my students every year if they want to include research in my upper-level drafting course and they tell me "no." My school offers an upper-level research course, advanced legal research, and my inclination is to respect that my students signed up to learn drafting skills and that if they wanted to learn more research skills, beyond what they learned first year, they would take the other course. Thus, students need to meet in individual conference less frequently because they are not performing extensive research. I do encourage my students to use the Internet to find samples of contracts, but I do not grade research.
While attending the contract-drafting conference, I spoke with a number of legal writing directors and professors who were considering offering an upper-level course. My suggestion is to give it a try because in all likelihood, it will be a different experience than teaching first-year students legal writing. As with any new course offering, allow for ample preparation time when teaching the course for the first time.
E. Fostering Students' Self-Confidence and Enthusiasm for Learning

